[A surgical navigation system based on C-arm fluoroscopy images].
A surgical navigation system based on X-rays of C-arm with a calibration target has been studied and developed. Extracting images of markers in the two templates on the calibration target, the system is able to establish the relationship between different markers coordinates in different coordinate systems using the algorithm based on the layout of specific markers. The correction of X-ray image distortion and C-arm camera calibration are performed using the images of calibration target as bases. After the parameters of the C-arm projection model being determined, an X-ray image of surgical site will be acquired preoperatively; the surgical instruments will be tracked by the optical position system, and then virtual projections of instruments can be formed on preoperative images. Surgeons will perform operations with the guidance of the system. The C-arm can be used less frequently and the X-ray radiation can be reduced. Cadaveric spine specimen experiments and error analysis have underpinned the clinical feasibility of the system.